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and invulnerable was gone. He was haunted; and some-
times in the evening, when he returned from the island,
he wore an expression of loss and despair, as though, look-
ing down into the waters of his own soul, he had found
there no substance and no image.
Julie became more and more afraid of his visits to the
island, and would invent arguments to keep him in the
garden, on the verandah, in the library—anywhere but in
the encirclement of the dark trees and the lapping water.
On an afternoon of early September she pleaded the ex-
treme heat of the day and the approach of a thunderstorm.
The island was dangerous, she said; he would be wet
through before she could reach him; the trees drew light-
ning down; only within the thick walls of the library might
he be cool and safe. Her words came from her in nervous
disorder. She could not choose them or govern their stress;
she cared only that he should not go away into the solitude
that had become terrible in her imagination. He looked
at her as though she were a child whom he wished to
humour; then, with a smile at the corners of his lips,
consented. He and she and Lewis went together into the
library.
Day after day for nearly a week the sun had blazed in an
unclouded and windless sky. This morning it had become
a honey-coloured disc seen through a shroud of thickening
atmosphere; the heat had dampened and increased; little
fierce gusts followed by an expectant stillness had set the
trees hissing and had shaken the surface of the lakes; the
air had been alive with flying insects. Now the library was
filled by the white glare that awaits the sudden darkness
of storm, but the storm did not break and the heat
continued.
Seated on a stool, with her body pressed against the cold
wall, Julie listened to the men's voices. This triple associa-
tion, which had once seemed to her beautiful and miracu-
lous and flowering, was dying now as certainly as a poisoned
flower. She was lonely and afraid. She was filled with an
aching desire to tell Rupert the truth, to tell him now, in
Lewis's presence, so that their frozen relationship might

